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A group of us at The Fellowship Christian Church here in Courtice have a deep desire and passion to see
such a move of God that a number of us have committed to meet once a week for a focused prayer with that goal in
mind.
We were motivated by reading Rick Joyner’s book “The World Aflame” in which he describes the Welsh
Revival and Evan Robert’s role in it. It started when a woman in our assembly found this book in a second hand
Christian book store. After reading it she experienced a radical change in her love for God and so shared the book
with me. I was so engaged with the desire to see this type of encounter in the church again that I could not refrain
from underlining parts of her book. She graciously forgave my underlining and obtained a copy for me. I have done
the same with my own, underlining it again and again as I read and re-read the book.
This has now spread within the church and for some months (in addition to our two other prayer
meetings), we have spent one evening a week, pouring over the contents, and praying with dynamic fervour for
such a move. As we seek God for a visitation of the proportion or greater than they enjoyed in Wales over one
hundred years ago, we are periodically joined by people from other churches. This has transformed our meetings,
our worship, prayer times and our personal lives and despite the “summer drain” of people, we have not
experienced any loss in numbers; in fact others are being added!
We have witnessed healing miracles, the latest being a woman diagnosed with breast cancer who was told
to prepare herself for the worst. Days later it was confirmed that she was totally clear of the disease.
People who have never experienced the power of dynamic Holy Spirit encounters are coming and being
released in powerful prayer. The prophetic is flowing and we continue to press into God till we see and experience
an even greater Divine visitation.
Our prayer meetings are attended by more than half the church. We recognise that we are part of the
cosmic war between God and Satan and we have not been without challenges. Whenever we set our face to see
heaven upon earth the opposing forces show their heads, but the battle cry is “the Sword of the Lord and of
Gideon!”

Shalom.

Ron Harris

